Design Approach
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The child’s mental development

In early childhood (2-7 years) the appearance of language allows
the affective, social and intellectual aspects to be developed.
(Jean Piaget, Switzerland)
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Three behavior modifications at this stage:
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MNS Is located in a wooded
residential area. It’s
designed for children from
3 to 6 years old. However,
the children, their parents
and neighbors can use the
building at weekends!
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‘The
sense
of
self,
strengthened by art and
architecture, allows us to
engage fully in the
mental dimensions of
dream, imagination and
desire’

Self-awareness, self-management,
social awareness, relationship skills,
responsible decision-making.
(Collaborative for academic, social,
and emotional learning, Chicago)

Here, there aren’t
any classrooms... it's
all about aesthetic
experiences fully
alive!

(Juhani Pallasma, Finland)
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connection’
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Meraki

(Alois Riegl, Austria)

‘Spaces that fool people’s
mind”
“Places and objects that
make you use your body as
if you have positive
emotions in your body’
(Juan Carlos
Mexico)

Nursery School
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Baumgartner,

The ‘in-between’ space

‘The threshold provides the key to
the transition and connection
between areas with divergent
territorial claims and, as a place
in its own right, it constitutes,
essentially, the sapcial condition
for the meeting and dialogue
between areas at different
orders’
(Herman Hertzberger, Netherlands )

The habitable space
between things
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‘A place that offers an opportunity
for temporary appropiation, while
creating the circumstances for
contacting with others’
(Herman Hertzberger, Netherlands )

A holistic proposal
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SFC - 1064 ‘Meraki’ Greek: To do something with passion, with absolute devotion, to put a little bit of yourself into it, to put your soul.
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Social-emotional
learning
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